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Abstract 
We prove that two famous conjectures of Berge and of Chv~tal are true for all nearly 
resolvable Steiner triples systems. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Let Jg be a hypergraph, that is a pair H = (X, g), where X is a finite non-empty 
set and ~ is a collection of non-empty subsets (called edges or blocks) of X (called 
vertex set or point set). In this note we consider the following frequently studied 
parameters: A(~)-maximum degree in ~ ( = the maximum size for a star, i.e., a set of 
edges incident o a given vertex); Ao(H) = maximum number of pairwise intersecting 
edges in H ( = the maximum size of a clique in ovg); q(~g) = chromatic index of 
( = the smallest natural number k such that ~ has an edge coloring with k colors, 
in which edges of the same color are pairwise disjoint). A hypergraph H is k-uniform if 
IEI = k for each E ~ #. H is regular if the degree dn(X) (i.e. the number of edges of 
H having x in common) of all vertices x is the same and hence is equal to A(H). In this 
case the degree is denoted by d(H). A hypergraph is linear if any two of its edges hare 
at most one vertex; and the hereditary closure ~ of Yg is the collection of all 
non-empty subsets of the edges of ovg, that is ~ = {H': H'  ~ O, H' ___ H, H E oeg}. 
Two open problems of hypergraph theory, raised by Berge and Chv~ttal, 
respectively, are as follows: 
Conjecture 1 (Berge [2]). If ~ is linear, then A(~)  = q(~).  
Conjecture 2 (Chv~tal [4]). If ~ is hereditary (i.e. ~ = ~,~), then A(9(f) = Ao(;,ug). 
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There are some results concerning Conjectures 1 and 2 while the general problems 
are still open. Since Steiner systems of type S(2, k, n) are a particular class of linear 
hypergraphs, a problem is to examine conjectures 1 and 2 for them. In [6], Gionfriddo 
and Tuza proved that Conjectures 1 and 2 are true for all resolvable Steiner systems 
S(2, k, n). In this note we prove that these conjectures are true for all nearly resolvable 
Steiner triple systems. 
1.2. An edges coloring of ~ff = (X,6) is a mapping K :6  ~ C from edge set to 
a set C of colors, such that K(E)= K(E') implies Ec~E'= 0 for all E, E'~ 6, 
EriE' .  
The minimum number k of colors such that W has an edge coloring with k colors is 
denoted by q(~,~). 
Since 
A(~)  ~< Ao(~et ~) ~< q(~Ct ~) 
holds for all ~ ,  we can introduce the following properties, 
edge coloring property: q(Xg) = A (~), 
clique property: Ao(aff) = A (~ff). 
Let us recall that a hypergraph ~ is a Steiner system or an S(h,k,n)-design 
(n/> k > h >/2) if ~ is k-uniform and every h-element subset of the n-element vertex 
set X is contained in precisely one edge of ~ .  Moreover, a hypergraph is resolvable if
it has a partition 8 = g lw "'" w6d (where d = d(~ff)) such that every point occurs in 
precisely one edge of each gi for each i; such a partition is called a resolution of 3¢ ~, and 
the subhypergraphs ~( i )  = (X, gi) are said to be the parallel classes of g (or those of 
the resolution in question). 
Hence, with our terminology, a design is resolvable if and only if it satisfies the edge 
coloring property. 
A Steiner system S(h, k, n) ~,~ = (X, 6) is nearly resolvable if there exists a vertex 
x~X such that the hypergraph H~ =(S-  {x},gx), where 6x = {E~6:  xq~E}, is 
resolvable. 
2. Nearly resolvable Steiner triple systems 
According to Section 1, a Steiner triple system (STS) is a pair ~ = (X, 8), where 
X is a finite non-empty set and 6 is a collection of triples of elements of X such that 
every pair {x, y} _ X is contained in exactly one triple of 6. 
An STS(v), where v = rXI, exists if and only if v = 1 or 3 (mod 6). An STS(v) is 
resolvable if there exists a partition of 6 in parallel classes, i.e. in classes of triples, such 
that each x e X belongs to exactly one triple, in each class. An STS(v) is nearly 
resolvable if there exists a vertex x E X such that if 6x = {E e 6: x¢E}, then there 
exists a partition of 6x in parallel classes. 
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Theorem. I fH  = (X, 8)  is a nearly resolvable Steiner triple system, then H has the edge 
colouring property. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that H is resolvable. Let X = { 1, 2 . . . .  , v} and let 1 be 
the vertex such that there exists a partit ion of 81 in parallel classes. 
Further  let { 1, al , b 1 }, { 1, a2, b2 } . . . . .  { 1, a~ 1i/2, b~v 1)/2 } be the triples containing 
1 and let {F1,F2, ... ,F~v_3)/2} be the part it ion of 81 = {E~8/1~8} in parallel 
classes. For  every i = 1, 2 . . . .  , (v - 3)/2, consider { 1, ai, hi} and Fi. In Fi there are two 
distinct triples {ai, xl, Y'i}, {b,, x'[, y'{}. Then, consider the new class F*  = (F~ - {{a~, x'g, Y'i }, 
{b~,x'/,yi'}})w{{1,ai,b~}, {x'i,y'~}, {xi',y'/}}. 
At this point, if G~ -- {{x, y}/{x, y, i} ~ 8 } ~ {i}, for each i = 1, 2 . . . . .  v, consider the 
following classes: 
for j = 1, a(v 1)/2, b(v _ 1)/2, G* = G s 
for j ~ 1, a~_ 1)/2, b~, 1)/2, j ~ {1, 2, . . . ,  v}, if {Xs, Ys} is such that {j ,x s, Ys} ~ 8, then 
G* = (Gs - {{ j} ,  
Finally, if F* = {{ 1, a(~_ 1)/2, b(~_ 1)/z }}w {{x}/x e X and x ¢ 1, al~_ 1)/2, b(~_ 1)/2 }, then 
{F*,G~', * * F*  • .. ,Go ,F1 . . . .  , 1~-3)/2} is a resolution of H. 
This proves the statement. [ ]  
F rom this theorem, it follows: 
Corollary. Both conjectures of Berge and of Chvhtal are true for nearly Steiner triple 
systems. 
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